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o n yo u r engage ment !

here is so much to be excited about
as you prepare for one of the most
important days of your life. In fact,
people are telling you it is the most
important day of your life (no pressure, right?).

T

Maybe you’re feeling nervous; you don’t have
time for this. The Big Day is just another project,
another party, another plan on your to-do list.
Because you’ve never planned a celebration for
your entire family-and-friends network before.
You’ve never said yes to the dress. You’ve never
wound through the Pinterest-drenched gauntlet
of decision-making, vendor-connecting, colourchoosing wedding-plan making.
But you don’t have to do it alone. I’m here to
help you battle wedding-planning overwhelm
and have fun to boot. Hi! I’m Jennifer, a wedding
photographer based in Abbotsford, BC serving the
Fraser Valley.
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I believe you are beautiful and deserve to look
and feel your best on your wedding day.
A wedding is a party to celebrate the start of your
marriage. Wedding planning can be simple and
stress-free yet still result in a spectacular day, filled
with happiness and love.
After eight years of photographing weddings, two
weddings as maid of honour, and planning my
own wedding, I am here to share my heart and
best tips for planning a beautiful and stress-free
Fraser Valley wedding.
In this guide I’ve collaborated with some of my
favourite local vendors to showcase just how
amazing a Fraser Valley wedding can be.
Welcome to wedding planning 101. You’re going to
have fun. And if you don’t? Well, that isn’t an option.
-Jennifer Pinkerton, Editor
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Five Elements

of a Beautiful Wedding
A truly beautiful wedding is made up of five
essential elements: love, happiness, contentment,
personality, selflessness. Succeed here and the
rest of the details will fall into place.
Love is the essential glue of a wedding day. Although the most obvious love
is that of bride and groom, the love of friends and family celebrating your
love multiples the warmth and fills the wedding day with joy and delight.
Happiness is more than what dress you wear or what venue you book
or what traditions you implement. Happiness is the enjoyment of each
element of your wedding day. As you celebrate the experience, relish the
love, and shun stress, your wedding day will shine.
Contentment is, according to the Merriam Webster dictionary, “the state
of being pleased and satisfied.” As you cultivate a heart of contentment
and celebrate what you can have and afford instead of wishing for what
you don’t have or can’t afford, you will be able to more truly enjoy your
wedding day love and embrace happiness.
Personality means adding your heart into your wedding day, letting you
into the day and not just elements as dictated by society and others. Why
are you making the decisions you’re making? How will you make the next
decisions? Craft a wedding day that is yours.
With a heart of selflessness, your personality will be able to shine.
Think of your groom and his preferences. It’s his wedding day too, after
all. Think of your guests and their preferences, ensuring they also enjoy
the wedding celebration.
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Rowena’s Inn

Fraser
Valley
THE

s you already know, your corner of
the planet is glorious. The snow caps
on Mount Baker, the sparkles of the
Fraser River, the richness of Golden
Ears, the majesty of Mount Cheam.
Why would you get married anywhere else?

A

In the Fraser Valley your wedding options are limited
only by time, budget, and weather. For the rest,
let your imagination flow! Are you dreaming of a
ceremony nestled in your backyard among berry
plants and fir trees? Sounds good! Or how about
hosting a mountain-view lodge celebration? Sure,
we’ve got that too. Embracing the community you
love is a recipe for wedding delight.
Fraser Valley weddings are a combination of hometown
charm and unbeatable British Columbia beauty. If your
friends and family aren’t local, this is a great chance to
show off your community. Show off your town with
pride—they’ll enjoy experiencing the natural beauty of
the Pacific Northwest.
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Clayburn Village Schoolhouse

Insider’s Tip
There’s more than one way to
embrace the Valley. Check out
the wealth of local, talented
wedding vendors. Not only
will you save on fuel you’ll also
minimize traffic angst!
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Embrace The Fraser Valley
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HO W T O

Start Planning
a wedding

Planning a wedding takes time, patience, and creativity.
But the hard work will result in a day you’ll remember and cherish.
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BUDGET
Insider’s Tip
Trust me, you need a
budget. I ignored all
budget-related advice
when planning my
wedding. Not only
did I spend 50% of
my $6,000 maximum
on my photographer,
I then only used 2%
for my dress!
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Oh right, the money. Careful wedding budgeting and clear
communication will help start your marriage off on the right
foot. What follows is a simple two-step process for creating your
wedding budget. And yes, you have to do this first.
Step one: Someone’s got to pay.
Who is paying for what? How much? Are you carrying the financial
burden or will your parents add money to the coffer? Will you rely on
tradition to dictate payment plans? Are you putting all the funds into
one account and managing it yourself? Deciding ahead of time who
will pay for what will save you a lot of stress later.
Step two: Create your wedding day vision.
You only have so much money for your wedding—where will you
spend it? In other words, what is the most important element of your
wedding? Creating a vision for your wedding day will help you decide
what to spend money on and help you keep to your vision. Is food
the most important part? Spend your money there. Do you want
a specific venue? Spend your money there. Are you desperate for a
couture gown? Spend your money there.

How to Start Planning a Wedding
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Confetti Floral

VENUE
Now the real fun begins. As you have thought
through your wedding day and prioritized elements
according to your budget, you’re now ready to
think about a venue. Here are a few style prompts
to get you started. Which do you prefer: Indoor or
outdoor? Garden or ballroom? All-inclusive or DIY?
What do you want your guests to experience? How
will you create that?

Insider’s Tip
Choosing a venue that is both
special and meaningful to you will
be another toning factor as you
weed through the abundance of
wedding day decisions.

The Fraser Valley offers options in almost every
category. Here are a few examples.
Ballroom—Morgan Creek Golf Course
Garden—Estate 248
Scenic—Fraser River Lodge
Quaint—Camp River Hall
Vintage—Clayburn Village
As you clarify your style and the experience you
want for you and your guests, your decision will
become clear as venue options will narrow.

Fraser River Lodge
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How to Start Planning a Wedding
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DRESS
Once you’re clear on the style
of your wedding and the time
of year it will take place, you’re
ready for dress shopping!

Champagne & Lace

You’ll be tempted to go dress
shopping before this point in the
wedding-planning process. Trust
me, you will. And as fun and
romantic as that is, please don’t
rush to a dress decision before
you know what type of day you’re
planning and the style of dress
you’ll need. You don’t want to
end up with a Cathedral-length
train at your backyard wedding
(trust me, as fun as it might seem
that is a LOT of grass stains
waiting to happen).

DATE
Insider’s Tip
Weekday weddings
can be more budgetfriendly and easier to
book. However, you
should measure these
benefits against the cost
to family and friends
who will have to take
time off work to attend
your celebration.
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Now that you have created a (realistic) wedding vision and decided
on the experience you hope your guests will have, choosing a date is
your next task. Here are some easy ways to narrow down which date
is right for you.
• If you’re dreaming of an outdoor wedding, weather patterns in the
Fraser Valley dictate a July or August option
• If family involvement is important,
consider their schedules and needs
• If you want to incorporate a certain holiday,
your decision will be easy
• If you already have a specific venue in mind check their
availability—this will limit your date options

How to Start Planning a Wedding

Insider’s Tip
Your wedding dress consultant’s main
goal is for you to feel (and look!)
beautiful in your gown. Trust the experts
and let them guide your decision!

As well, by waiting until this
point to go dress shopping you’ll
be armed with tons of useful
info to share with your wedding
dress consultant. Describing your
vision, venue, and date allows for
more personalized suggestion and
less overwhelming fittings.
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PHOTOGRAPHER
I won’t sugar-coat it. You have a lot of decisions
to make. But in all the choices you’ll make for your
wedding day, the most lasting one will be in the
photographs. Here is where the food, the flowers,
the dress, and the venue will come to life. This
is how you’ll remember your big day for years to
come. Here are my top-three tips for nailing the
photographer choice.
1. Find a photographer you like
More than liking the photos, you should also like
the person! You’re welcoming this person into your
most important and exciting moments and asking
them to stick closer to you than any other vendor
you work with. You have to like your wedding
photographer. Loving your photos is valuable but
loving your photographer is priceless.

But how do you tell whether or not a
photographer is a pro?
• Has the photographer shot in a range of settings,
in a variety of conditions? Look for variety in
your photographer’s portfolio images
• Does the photographer have happy
previous clients? Asking for references is
completely acceptable
• Does the photographer have wedding
experience? Not just wedding portraits,
but wedding day
3. Find a photographer who likes you

2. Find a photographer who is
well-respected and well-established
As easy as it is in our iPhone-driven world to take
and share pretty good photos, a photographer is
not just taking a snapshot of a moment. A good
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wedding photographer is drawing upon years
of experience to give you living proof of your
wedding day.

You want your wedding photographer to like you
because you’ll get better photographs. Plain and
simple. You don’t want someone who’s just showing
up for the paycheque.
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DETAILS
Contrary to what Pinterest tells you, the details
are the last piece of the wedding-planning puzzle.
Granted, they may be the most fun (especially if
you’re crafty or artistic) but the wedding will go on
and the guests will be happy without the details.
Once you have the big decisions out of the way you
can zero in on the details like centrepieces, photo
booths, and decorations. If you get bogged down in
the details you’ll risk losing focus on the big picture
and what will make *you* happy (there’s a life
lesson in here somewhere!).

Insider’s Tip
Adding beautiful details
is a job you can give eager
friends and family who
want to help!

Tracy Cakes Bakery

Confetti Floral
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Planning a party for all your friends
and family is no cheap feat.
etween venue, refreshments, decorations, and attire,
every party has its price. And the minute you say
“wedding,” the price seems to skyrocket. But this is
an important party, one you want to remember with
fondness for years to come. This is not the time to
hold back—but you also don’t want to break the bank. What should
you spend on your wedding?

B

The average wedding cost in North America is a skewed statistic.
My $6,000 wedding doesn’t even make a dent in the analysis of
wedding industry standards, especially when there are $40k to
$100k options in the mix.

F OR T HE

Budget Savvy

Bride
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As a bride on a budget, you can still throw the party of the year.
You just need to know where to spend and where to save.
Where to spend money
• Dress—a quality gown is going to make you look and feel your
absolute best. Think of it as the foundation of your entire day
• Hair and makeup—good hair and makeup will only add to your
confidence and you want to make sure it holds up all day long.
On a day when all eyes (and every camera) are pointed your
direction, you won’t regret it
• Photographer—photos are the only tangible memento you will have
from your day. Don’t skimp here!
• Flowers—although I don’t recommend going overboard on flowers,
a good florist has a certain artistic genius. Gorgeous arrangements
will go a long way on your wedding day
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Dames & Dolls

Insider’s Tip

Where to save money

Find a florist you love
and trust and give her
free reign to create
absolute stunning beauty
within your budget.

• Bridesmaid’s dresses—to keep things simple,
try giving your bridesmaids some parameters
and let them keep it cheap
• Jewelry—accessorizing is important, but there
are lots of adorable and affordable options!
Buy something you’ll wear again
• Shoes—most wedding gowns hide your shoes
so you’ll be the only one who knows what
you’re wearing and how comfortable (or not)
your wedding shoes are

• Decor—there are lots of ways around expensive
decor. DIY it, minimize it, or nix it altogether

• Venue—unless you have your heart set on a
specific venue, this is a great place to save money.
Think outside the venue box, work outside prime
wedding time, and consider the yard less travelled

• Food—you don’t *have* to feed your guests a
catered plated dinner. It’s nice (and probably
expected), but it’s not required
• Cake—do you need a wedding cake?
What about cupcakes? Or perhaps feed your
guests sheet cakes? What if you only use a
decorated cake form (with a top layer edible
cake) for the cake-cutting and photos?

• Alcohol—there are a few things you can do
here to keep your bar tab down. Keep it basic,
implement a cash bar, or skip it all together

• Flowers—I did say spend here, true. But here’s
where I remind you less is more, especially if
you’re working with a fabulous vendor

Insider’s Tip
Who can tell the
difference between a $10
and a $200 shoe when
it’s hidden under a dress?
Probably no one, unless
she has x-ray vision.

Insider’s Tip
Choose a location that
requires minimal decorations!
For the Budget Savvy Bride
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Insider’s Tip
For every effort you make
compiling perfect details spend
four times that effort creating a
day your guests will love.

1. Use Pinterest with your personality
If you’re a craftista or a DIY enthusiast, then
embrace the Pinspiration in creating the wedding
of your dreams! However, if you avoid a hot glue
gun like the plague, now is not the moment to
transition into a crafting bride. It will not end well.
Trust me.
If you’re hiring a wedding planner, use Pinterest as
a conversation starter. It can be a place for you to
visually communicate your hopes and dreams.

pinterest overwhelm
Pinterest can be a treasure trove of wedding ideas, but it can
also be overwhelming. So how do you use Pinterest for your
maximum benefit? Here are four ways.
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But what if you don’t know where to start on your
wedding planning journey? Let Pinterest inspire
you. Treat it like an experienced tour guide showing
you all the different ways you could style your big
day. But remember, Pinterest is just a guide.
2. Use Pinterest as a resource
Although its shiny pictures and pretty ideas
might look like the Holy Grail, Pinterest is
only a repository of ideas. It is not the wedding
planning Bible. You don’t have to do what it says.

As you browse, pin, and save, remember the only
necessities to great a wedding day are your groom,
your officiant, and your witnesses. Anything
beyond that? Fun extras!
3. Your wedding is about the people not the details
Pinterest’s speciality is details: ornate, DIY,
sentimental, trendy, quirky. Details, details,
details! Your wedding day? It’s about the people.
Details are icing on the proverbial wedding
cake. Keep that in focus and you will avoid
Pinterest overwhelm.
4. Pinterest is not real life
Pinterest is the curated best-of real life, the
inspiring fraction of a moment that inspires
greatness and elicits discontent. If you can
recognize Pinterest is not reality then you’re
free to relish in the beauty of imperfection and
enjoy being human. Your wedding day won’t
be exactly as you pinned and probably won’t
be exactly as you imagined, but it will be great
because it’s yours.
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J E N N I MA RI E PHO TO GRA PHY

NOW BOOKING
weddings in the Fraser Valley

“Jenni Marie captured my
wedding’s every detail and created
a visual archive of memories just as
beautiful as my own memories of
my wedding day.” ~ J oanna

In case we haven’t officially met yet... hi!
I’m Jennifer of Jenni Marie Photography.

I’ve photographed weddings for the last nine years and built my
business while working a desk job and living in North Carolina.
“Jennifer is phenomenal. She Since marrying a Canadian and moving to the Fraser Valley I’ve
loves weddings so much, and her fallen in love with the perfect wedding backdrops: lovely winter
experience allows her to anticipate raindrops, glorious Pacific Ocean sunsets, and magnificent
the best shots.” ~ C hristina evergreen mountaintops.

“Jennifer was amazing and
I can’t imagine my wedding day
without her!! She captured every
moment, and provided us with
breathtaking photos of the memories
we will cherish for our entire lives.
You know your photographer is
good when you start tearing up
every time you look through your
wedding album. I am so honored
to be a Jenni Marie Bride.
You will be too!!”~ Laura
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I believe you are beautiful and deserve to look and feel your best on
your wedding day.

Jenni Marie Photography is for you if you…
• Are in love with a great man
• Aren’t afraid of a little rain
• Want great photos filled with real life
and emotions
• Know you are created in God’s image
• Love juxtaposing rugged adventure
and femininity
• Celebrate marriage, not just the wedding day
• Don’t accept norms “just because”
• Think outside the box
• Believe in the beauty of a foggy day
• Find art in everyday life

For more about my bridal
packages and availability please
email me. I look forward to
hearing about your vision and
bringing your dreams to life on
this most special occasion.

But I also know you don’t always feel that way. So maybe you’re not
a Hollywood icon. And maybe you don’t fit the idealized version
of beauty the media portrays. Maybe you hate your nose and your
weight isn’t where you’d like it. But here’s the thing.

contact

You. Are. Beautiful.

email:

You are, I’m convinced of it. And I’m committed to tell your unique love
story in a way that’s true to you and showcase how stunning you are.

jennifer@jennimarie.com
website: jennimarie.com
instagram: @thejennimarie
pho ne: 778.552.1648
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“We interviewed several photographers
for our wedding but no one compared
to Jennifer. Right from our first
meeting, my husband and I knew she
was the person we wanted capturing
our most important moments. Jennifer
is truly a wonderful and talented
photographer and my photos are proof!”
- K athryn
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Featured Vendors
Dress
Champagne & Lace
@champagneandlace

Cake
The Sweet Baker
@the_sweet_baker

Flowers
Bucket’s Fresh
Flower Market
@BucketsFlowers

Makeup
Rose Quartz Makeup
@rosequartzmakeup

Furniture/Props
Past Pieces
@pastpieces

Makeup
Natacha Trottier
@natachatrottier

Venue
Fraser River Lodge
@fraserriverlodge_weddings

Hair/Makeup
Meghan Van Leeuwen
@makeup.by.mightymegh

Hair/Makeup
Dames & Dolls
@damesanddolls

Flowers
Confetti Floral
@confettifloral

Dress
Kathryn Bass Bridal
@kathrynbassbridal

Venue
Rowena’s Inn
@rowenasinn

Flowers
Simply Perfect Flowers
@simplyperfectflowers

Dress
House of Vienna
imageinwhitebridal.com

Baked Goods
Tracycakes Bakery
@tracycakes_cafe

Flowers
Kaye Fleur
@kayefleur

Sign Lettering
Alexandria’s Script
@alexandriascript

All Photography
Jenni Marie Photography
@thejennimarie
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